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Kintsugi: Beauty in the Broken

Bowl repaired by Chris Fitton

Kintsugi: a Talk by Restorer Chris Fitton
8th December, Tim Parry Community Centre

(urushi) dusted with powdered gold (or sometimes
platinum or silver).

Kintsugi is an art believed to have originated in
Japan in the 15th century as a means of improving
upon traditional methods of ceramic repair. In this
art broken ceramics are repaired using lacquer

The theory of kintsugi is that damage/repair
should not be hidden since it is part of the history
of the object, the repaired version of which may
actually be more beautiful than the original.

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Kintsugi: Beauty in the Broken
Chris Fitton has been restoring Meiji period antiques
and works of art for 24 years, a background that led
him to develop his skill in kintsugi. During the talk he
outlined the kintsugi method and explained how he
had taken his exploration of the art beyond
Japanese ceramics.
Urushi, the lacquer used in kintsugi repair, has been
used for about 12,000 years. It is believed it was
originally used to fix spear and arrow heads to a
shaft; later, it was also used in Samurai armour and
as a coating for teapots, trays, bowls and other
utensils. Before drying urushi is highly toxic and can
cause severe skin rashes, so care must be taken
when using it. Once dried, however, it is safe and
extremely durable.

The techniques used in kintsugi are painstaking and
slow. The broken item is first repaired using several
layers of urushi, the whole process, including drying
(in a “muro” dryer), taking several days. The urushi
seam is then sprinkled with gold granules
(sometimes using a sieve). Once the gold is applied
the item must be left to dry for a further two to
three days so the gold adheres to the lacquer.
Following this, refined urushi is brushed over the top
of the gold and then carefully wiped with a tissue
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

until no more urushi comes off. The item must then
be left to dry for three more days; after this, it can
be polished and the repair is complete.
During the talk, Chris Fittock passed round several
items he had repaired. All of them were broken
objects he had bought on E-bay; interestingly,
although most were Japanese, some (including a
Moorcroft bowl, the drinking vessel below and a
Royal Doulton vase) were not.

Following the talk attendees chatted to Chris in a
more informal way. A sachet of gold powder, which
looked like gold dust, was actually powdered
mother of pearl; and we came face to face with
tubes of the toxic urushi.
The talk had been an excellent and informative
introduction to a beautiful art; if you wish to see
more of Chris Fittock’s kintsugi he has an Instagram
account, which can be found at:https://www.instagram.com/kintsugiwabisabi/
Article Tim Evans, photos Kevin Howes
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JSNW Event: “Between the Stones”, a Noh Play by Janette Cheong
Janette is a poet and writer who has been involved
in the organisation of many international
and creative arts collaborations. She was the first
British person to write an English language Noh
play, called “Pagoda”. She has more recently
written a new Noh play, “Between the Stones”. This
latest play was inspired by people she loved and
admired, her sister, a very dear friend and a very
young child.

Janette was in Japan and wanted to visit a Japanese
garden in Kyoto. On the day of the visit there was a
typhoon and it looked as if it wasn't going to be
possible for her to make the visit. A taxi driver took
her to the garden, gave her an umbrella and said he
would wait for as long as she needed. As she
reflected on the loss of her sister she took in the
beauty of the water lilies; finding beauty in sadness
being one of her most enduring memories.
Although some of the elements of the play are
based on real gardens and real people, it is the
essence of the experience which is important.
“Between the Stones” is a tribute to lost loved ones
and reflects the power of gardens to heal. Janette
has created a Japanese stone garden at her home.

She explained a little about the stage and musicians
and that masks, costumes and props are used in
the performance. Emotions are conveyed by
stylised gestures. Roles such as ghosts, women,
children and the elderly are represented by masks.

To end the presentation Janette read through the
script of Between the Stones.
The writing was really beautiful and so emotionally
charged it very nearly brought some of us to tears.
This was a really interesting talk and enlightened us
to what Noh is all about.
Article and photos by Joan Horley

Having given a little bit of background about the
inspiration for her play Janette went on to explain
Noh is a classical Japanese musical drama that has
been performed since the 14th century.

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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The DokiDoki Festival Cosplay Competition: An Insight


In this article Gutsy Cosplayer and Huskeyninja
from Gutsy Ninja Cosplay give us a comprehensive
insight into the 2018 DokiDoki Festival Cosplay
Competition.
As per the majority of cosplay competitions there
are two categories to enter-the open competition
and the cosplay championship. To enter the open
competition you just sign up on the day and show
off your cosplay on stage. The majority of these
costumes are store bought or slightly modified.

As this can't be seen from the judges table a close
up look is a definite advantage to scoring. Speaking
of scoring. Judges score on quality of the cosplay as
a whole, accuracy of the cosplay to the source
materials and any performances the participants do
while on stage. All of these are scored out of 10.
The scores are totalled between the 3 judges and
the winners are announced. In the event of a tie,
the judges would normally decide via majority vote
or by checking the cosplays again for further details.

The cosplay championship is more involved.
Contestants are required to make or modify 80% or
more of their cosplay, provide progress pictures and
be prejudged by the judges before the competition
starts. As the Doki Doki Festival is a Japanese event
the majority of the entrants were characters from
an anime or manga.

Performances included dances, skits from the shows
the characters come from and even basic fight
scenes.
Judging a cosplay competition is extremely difficult
hence why prejudging is essential. Judges look for
quality of the cosplay as a whole. This includes
stitching and attaching of parts to the costume, how
the cosplay looks on the person, how accurate the
cosplay is to the supplied pictures of the character
and what techniques and materials the person has
used in the building of their cosplay.

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Winners normally receive a small anime/manga
related prize which is kindly donated by some of the
stall holders. The overall championship winner
receives a cash prize which is normally £100.
At Doki Doki there is a prize for 1st, 2nd and Best
Group in the Cosplay Championship. The Open
Competition has a 1st place and Best Group.
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The DokiDoki Festival Cosplay Competition: An Insight
The Open competition winner was cravendalebeast
cosplaying as Tenyu Iida from My Hero Academia;
The Championship Winner was Farmerlib and
Doctorpumpkin of corvidaecosplayemporium who
cosplayed Orochi and Nobushi from the computer
game For Honor.

sheer number of technical skills required to produce
such beautiful pieces of work. They could have
easily been built by professional costume makers.

I hope this gives you an insight into the Doki Doki
Cosplay Competitions and we do hope this spurs
you on to attend the event and even participate in
the competitions yourself.
Article by Gutsy Cosplayer and Huskeyninja,
photos by Mr J’s Madhouse Photography

Editorial Comment

The remaining winners were:
Red and White - Cells at Work - Best Group –
Championship (xenogenetics_cosplay – Jodie/
endlessoceancosplay - Emmy);
Eren Jaeger - Attack on Titan - 2nd Place
Championship (mae cosplays - Mel Buckley);
Christmas Sailors (thestarlightfairy,
goldstonecosplay and goldstonecosplay’s sister) Best Group - Open Competition
The reasons these cosplayers won was the accuracy
of their costumes. The foamwork, stitching and
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

I would like to wish all of you a very happy New
Year, and hope you had an enjoyable Christmas.
Christmas is a feature of Japanese life- when in
Japan you will see Santa Claus, Christmas
decorations everywhere and present-giving is
common. It is not celebrated as a religious
festival, however, rather it is more a commercial
one, and is not a national holiday.
Although New Year is celebrated on the 1st
January as it is in the West, the associated
traditions are wholly Japanese. Buckwheat
noodles and other traditional foods are eaten;
and games such as “fukuwari” (similar to “pin
the tail on the donkey”) are played.
If you would like to contribute an article,
however long or short, please contact me, Tim
Evans, at newsletter@jsnw.org.uk
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Tricot, Soup Kitchen, Manchester

Tricot, Soup Kitchen, Manchester,
17 November 2018
I was lucky enough to catch the Japanese band
Tricot at their first ever Manchester gig back in
November. They played in the cosy Soup Kitchen
basement venue to a sold out and hugely
enthusiastic crowd. The band hail from Kyoto and
comprise singer and guitarist Ikumi “Ikkyu”
Nakajima, guitarist Motoko “Motifour” Kida, bassist
Hiromi “Hirohiro” Sagane, and drummer Yusuke
Yoshida.
What will strike you instantly when you listen to
their music is their sheer energy and knack for
melodic hooks. On further and deeper listening you
will also notice the intricacy of the guitar and bass
playing, use of complex time signatures and how
effortlessly they seem to be able to weave all of
these ingredients together.
It’s these qualities that have earned them the
“Math Rock” label, along with compatriots
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Tricot, Soup Kitchen, Manchester

Toe and LITE. The band themselves don’t really
associate with the label, and claim the complex
nature of their music is just something that comes
to them naturally.
Previously, I had only really listened to their album
T H E and a few other tracks I found surreptitiously
through Spotify’s “Discover” features. Unfamiliarity
with their set didn’t really matter, however, as
they delivered everything with such energy and
passion. My introduction to them- and favourite
song of theirs- is “POOL”, so I was ecstatic when
they played it early in their set.
With the Soup Kitchen being such a small and
intimate venue, it was easy to go up and meet the
band straight after the set. They were all really
friendly, humble and happy to greet their fans.
Please check them out if you get the chance. I
recommend the songs, POOL, 『おちゃんせんす
ぅす』, and "節約家". They’re all pretty cool
music videos too!
Article and photos by Jim E Lee
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Future JSNW/Japanese Cultural Events

Taiko Drumming Workshop
Saturday 23rd March
2.30pm to 4pm
Learn the basics of taiko drumming in this workshop led by Jared Hardwick from
the Tengu School of Taiko.

Details to be confirmed: if you would like to join this workshop please contact our
Events Coordinator, Nigel Cordon, at events@jsnw.org.uk
Venue- Whittle Hall Community Centre, Lonsdale Close, Great Sankey,
Warrington, WA5 3UA
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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